1.
To cross the depolarization resonances rapidly during acceleration so that the polarization is nearly unchanged.
2.
To cross the depolarization resonances slowly (adiabatically) so that the polarization does a 100% flip after crossing.
3.
To install Siberian snakes (preferably double-snakes) so that the spin tune v . during accelera??;:. = l/2 and there is no resonance crossing
The first two approaches are widely employed in ZGSl and SATURN2 and are seriously considered for AGS3 as well. The third approach is considered for higher energy proton synchrotrons such as ISABELLE.4 Here we suggest a fourth possible way to accelerate polarized protons.
The basic ideas-* is borrowed from the works done on electron storage rings.
The jargons involved are "spin transparency" and "spin matching," etc. In the proton language, the question being-asked is what are the conditions on the accelerator lattice that make the depolarization resonance widths' E = 0. Suppose we can "spin match" the lattice so that at the moment of crossing a resonance during acceleration, the resonance being crossed is made to have zero width, then there will be no loss of polarization due to the resonance crossing. In Table I , we have listed the conditions for eliminating the widths of various depolarization resonances. These conditions are called the "transparency conditions." The symbols used in Table I Note that the integrals listed in Table I 
